Multi Speed Floor Machines / Edger

®
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Dual / Variable Speed

specifications
Motor:
11/2 HP, 120V 60-Cycle; 66
Frame Permanent Magnet,
DC Rectified for AC Operation
Gears: 3 Idler
Power Cord:
50 Ft, 14/3 Wire Grounded,
Safety Yellow
Transport Wheels: 5”

Designed for a dual purpose,
these floor machines are an
practical
and
economical
approach when looking for the
most versatile use of floor cleaning equipment.

MTS-17E (379727)

MTS-20E

Current: 13 AMPS
Brush Size: 17"
Brush Speed: 190 or 320 RPM

All steel triple planetary gear system, permanently lubricated with
a specially designed flex coupler
to guard against possible motor
damage when under load.

MTS-20E (379735)
Current: 13.5 AMPS
Brush Size: 20"
Brush Speed: 190 or 320 RPM

MTSV-17E (340022)
Current: 13 AMPS
Brush Size: 17"
Brush Speed: 160 to 320 RPM

Scrub floors at the lower speed
and spray buff floors at the higher
speed with the flip of a switch or
turn of a dial.

MTSV-20E

MTSV-20E (335444)

Equipped with flexible dual triggers
for left or right hand operation
that are non-conductive and have
built-in safety lockouts to prevent
accidental startup.
The heavy-duty switch is set in a
die cast aluminum switch box
that won’t chip or rust.

Current: 13.5 AMPS
Brush Size: 20"
Brush Speed: 160 to 320 RPM

Reinforced cast aluminum apron
housing for added strength and
rigidity. Designed to shield the
transport wheels, protecting
them from damage.
The non-marring rubber bumper
prevents damage to furniture and
walls.

MTS-Dual Speed
The dual speed operates at 190
RPM for scrubbing and 320 RPM
for polishing or spray buffing. Flip
the toggle switch conveniently
located on the switch box to
change brush speed.

MTSV-Variable Speed
The speed of this floor machine can
be adjusted from 160 RPM to 320
RPM by simply turning the dial
located on the motor canopy. This
enables the operator to select
the speed required for the floor
maintenance task at hand.

MWB90 Scrubber / Edger
The MWB90 cleans in small and
hard to reach areas. It operates
in the horizontal and vertical
position to clean edges, grout,
baseboards, under furniture and
into corners.

specifications
MWB-90 (307262)
Motor:
120 Volt, 1/4 HP 60 Cycle
Watts: 192
Current: 1.6 AMPS
Brush Speed: 1075 RPM
Cleaning Path: Up to 6”
Wheels: 4” Non-Marking
Power Cord:
25 Ft 3 Wire Grounded
Safety Yellow
Optional:
Flex Drive (314501)
Uses 6” to 6.5” pads

The three-way vertical brush
operates left, right and center
with lockable brush alignment.
Independent dual trigger controls
for left or right hand operation
have protective shields to prevent
accidental startup.
MWB-90

Equipped with a positive non-slip
cog belt and pulley drive system
for long life.
Handle is fully adjustable and
stores in the upright position.

The vertical 8” brush includes
a permanently mounted 6”
cylindrical sectional brush, 3”
polyester upper section and
lower 3” Tynex section. The 2”
removable bottom section is
tynex.
The optional
flex drive
turns the
edger into a
mini scrubber/buffer
with a pad
speed of
1075 RPM, accommodating a 6”
diameter floor pad. This is perfect for buff or scrub hard floor
surfaces in and around elevators, obstructions, and other
small areas.
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